
CONTEXTUAL 
STUDIES
More opportunities in your 
master‘s degree programme...

This opportunity to design your course content 
is a special feature among Austrian Universities 
of Applied Sciences. 

What do you expect from your studies? 
And how should your studies address your personal and 
professional goals?

The Contextual Studies at Vorarlberg University of Applied Sciences 
(FH Vorarlberg) provide customized courses as part of our master’s 
degree programmes. It allows you to pursue personal areas of interest, 
to do independent work and to push the limits of your knowledge and 
abilities in research, intercultural contexts or numerous disciplines.



The FH Vorarlberg opens up the space for you to shape your studies 
according to your personal motivation and ambition: 

	◆ Modules from the format SERIOUS-thinking  
from research and development: 
Research projects are your stepping stone into sophisticated research 
work. Follow your curiosity and use valuable know-how – for your  
master‘s thesis or for a future dissertation you may pursue.

	◆ Modules from the format LATERAL-thinking: 
What sparks your imagination? Independently search for interdisciplinary 
questions that excite you – together with other students and instructors.  
Innovative Classes open the door for you to develop your product con-
cepts at the university – in small teams and with access to the laborato-
ries at FH Vorarlberg.

	◆ Modules from the format FRESH-thinking:
The world around you has more facets than there is room in your lecture 
notes! Expand your knowledge and discover new territory by transcend-
ing scientific borders and adopting new perspectives, accompanied by 
students from all the other disciplines.

	◆ In the 1st semester you orientate yourself 
and choose your individual path through 
the Contextual Studies.

	◆ Modules are offered in the 2nd and 3rd 
semesters (6 ECTS per semester).

	◆ You will also find English-language  
modules and study trips in an internatio-
nally oriented offer.

	◆ Each module is completed in the same 
semester.

FACTS

CONTEXTUAL STUDIES
Our offer

The master‘s degree programmes at FH Vorarlberg build on the following 
three essential elements:

1. Core studies: The compulsory fundamental subjects in core studies 
establish the specialist academic skills and support your professional 
competences.

2.  Specialisation studies: In the chosen field of specialisation, you will 
enhance and specialise – depending on the degree programme – your 
professional access based on your interests and career goals.  

3. Contextual Studies: In a selection of more than 20 modules, you cross 
the boundaries between:
	◆  Disciplines and schools of thought (interdisciplinarity),
	◆  Cultures, languages and countries (internationality) and
	◆  Current knowledge and the future (research and development).

Be active and incorporate your questions and thoughts into your learning 
and understanding: In the Contextual Studies you can adopt new points 
of view and unconventional perspectives, discover and reconfigure rela-
tionships.

Break down boundaries and tread new ground: In the Contextual Studies 
you work on current interdisciplinary issues and questions from our worlds 
of work and production, on sustainability and growth as drivers of the 
economy, on social coexistence, cultural change, value orientations, social 
economics, security and many others.

THE MASTER‘S 
DEGREE PROGRAMMES 
at FH Vorarlberg

For further information please visit:
www.fhv.at/contextual-studies
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